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Abstract
In order to solve the contradiction between ride comfort and handling stability of heavy
vehicles with interconnected air suspension system (IASS), this paper proposes a control
system to satisfy the requirements of ride comfort and handling stability of heavy vehicles
driving on complex roads. The control system consists of a switching controller for air
suspension interconnection modes and a distribution controller for damping force. The
switching controller determines the optimal air suspension interconnection mode by
calculating the vehicle dynamic performance index in real time. The distribution controller
achieves a distribution for optimal damping force based on infinite horizon differential game.
Heavy vehicles equipped with this control system can improve the dynamic performance
under different working conditions.
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1. Introduction ( What is the issue )
Longitudinal interconnected air suspension has been demonstrated to be more effective

for dynamic load sharing of heavy vehicles, but it will aggravate the pitch in steering
condition. And lateral interconnected air suspension can effectively improve ride comfort of
heavy vehicles, which increases the rolling in acceleration and deceleration conditions.
Different interconnection modes will have different effects on the vehicle, so a switching
controller is designed to switch the optimal interconnection mode under different working
conditions.

To improve handling stability, the suspension stiffness needs to be increased, while good
ride comfort requires the suspension stiffness to be reduced. The contradiction between
handling stability and ride comfort is especially significant for heavy vehicles. At present,
most scholars use some algorithms to coordinate this contradiction, but they always take one
performance as the optimization goal and the other as the constraint condition, and finally
only get the local optimal solution. By using game theory, the handling stability and ride
comfort can be transformed into players, and a better comprehensive dynamic performance
taking two factors into account can be obtained.
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2. Method ( What we did )
In this paper, a dynamic performance controller of heavy vehicle with IASS is designed,

as shown in the following figure 1.

Figure 1 Control system of IASS for coordinating dynamic characteristics

The control system consists of a switching controller for air suspension interconnection
modes and a distribution controller for damping force. The switching controller is based on a
strategy obtained from the analysis of handling stability and ride comfort of vehicles with
IASS under different interconnected modes. Based on the differential game theory, the
controller of adjustable damping damper decides the optimal distribution of damping force.

2.1 Air suspension interconnection modes switching controller
The standardization method is used to non-dimensionalize the indexes because the

dimensions of each index are different. The comprehensive evaluation index Ja for ride
comfort and the comprehensive evaluation index Jb for handling stability are established
respectively, as follows:
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The average value of each evaluation index under each working condition is selected as

the switching threshold to obtain the optimal switching threshold. By calculating Ja and Jb in
real time and comparing them with their respective thresholds, the main
contradictions to be optimized are determined to obtain the optimal interconnection
switching mode.

2.2 Damping force distribution controller
To show the contradiction between ride comfort and handling stability in the form of

function, an infinite horizon differential game model is established to coordinate the ride
comfort and handling stability. Considering the evaluation indexes of vehicle ride comfort and
handling stability, the objective function J of vehicle performance controller can be expressed
as follows:
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A differential game model Γs for the coordination of ride comfort and handling stability
can be expressed as:
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The optimal index function of ride comfort and handling stability is used as the payment

function of the game, and the state equation of the suspension system is used as the constraint.
The distribution for optimal damping force is obtained by solving the Nash equilibrium
solution of the established game model. η(τ)={x(t), t0 ≤ t ≤ τ} is used to represent the state
space of 7 degrees of freedom model of vehicle. A set of 7-tuple strategies {ui*(τ) = ϕi*[x(τ)]
⊂ Ui, ∀ I∈Γs} is constructed as a feedback Nash equilibrium and the output is the optimal
damping force of four adjustable dampers.

2.3 Simulation analysis
The simulation experiment is carried out based on veDYNA to verify the effectiveness of

the control system. The IASS model established in MATLAB/Simulink (R2016a) is used to
replace the self-contained suspension model in veDYNA. Vehicle model with IASS in
veDYNA is shown in Figure 2 and the vehicle driving path is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2 Vehicle model with IASS in veDYNA

Figure 3. Vehicle driving path
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3. Results (What we found )
Figure 4 through 5 provide a change rule of pitch angle and roll angle under the straight

condition in standard-B road excitation.Figure 6 to 7 show the change rules of pitch angle and
roll angle under steady-state steering condition in standard-B road excitation.

Figure 4. RMS value of roll angle under straight Figure 5. RMS value of pitch angle under straight condition

Figure 6. RMS value of pitch angle under steering Figure 7. RMS value of pitch angle under steering

The switching thresholds of ride comfort index θb and handling stability index ϕb under
the straight condition are 1.12×10−2 and 2×10−3, respectively. The switching thresholds of ride
comfort index θb and handling stability index ϕb under the steady-state steering condition are
9.3×10−3and 1.65×10−2, respectively. The control strategy of switching air suspension
interconnection modes is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Control strategy of air suspension interconnection modes.

Vehicle driving
mod

Major Contradictory
Judgment

Secondary Contradictory
Judgment Interconnection Mode

Straight running
(| |<10°)

Ja<1.23，Jb0.89

θb1.12×10−2，ϕb2×10−3 Non-interconnected
θb1.12×10−2，ϕb<2×10−3 Lateral interconnection
θb<1.12×10−2，ϕb2×10−3 Longitudinal interconnection
θb<1.12×10−2，ϕb<2×10−3 Four-corner interconnection

Other Ja Four-corner interconnection

Steering running
(| |10°)

Ja2.59，Jb1.37 θb<9.3×10−3，ϕb<1.65×10−2 Longitudinal interconnection
Ja2.59，Jb<1.37 Ja Longitudinal interconnection
Ja<2.59，Jb1.37 θb<9.3×10−3，ϕb<1.65×10−2 Longitudinal interconnection
Ja<2.59，Jb<1.37 θb<9.3×10−3，ϕb<1.65×10−2 Longitudinal interconnection

Other θb，ϕb Non-interconnected
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Compared with the traditional suspension, the vertical acceleration decreases by
18.32% and the suspension working space decreases by more than 10% under straight
condition; the vertical acceleration decreases by 12.24% and the roll angle decreases by
1.26% under steering condition, as shown in the following table 2 and 3.

Table 2. RMS value of each index under straight condition

RMS of Indicators Uncontrolled
traditional suspension

IASS with
coordinated control

Improvement
rate

RMS of vertical acceleration (m/s2) 1.2198 0.9963 18.32%

RMS of roll angle (rad) 0.0013 0.0012 8.34%

RMS of pitch angle (rad) 0.0109 0.0107 1.83%

Front left suspension working space (m) 0.0490 0.0439 10.40%

Front right suspension working space (m) 0.0494 0.0435 11.94%

Rear left suspension working space (m) 0.0503 0.0446 11.33%

Rear right suspension working space (m) 0.0507 0.0443 12.62%

Table 3. RMS value of each index under steady steering condition

RMS of Indicators non-interconnected
suspension

IASS with
coordinated control Improvement rate

RMS of vertical acceleration (m/s2) 0.3839 0.3369 12.24%

RMS of roll angle (rad) 0.0158 0.0156 1.26%

RMS of pitch angle (rad) 0.0099 0.0096 3.03%

Left front suspension working space (m) 0.0427 0.0412 3.51%

Right front suspension working space (m) 0.0551 0.0548 5.44%

Left rear suspension working space (m) 0.0469 0.0451 3.83%

Right rear suspension working space (m) 0.0541 0.0528 2.41%

4. Conclusions ( What we recommend )
A comprehensive evaluation index of ride comfort and handling stability is established in

this paper. Based on the comprehensive evaluation index value calculated in real time during
the simulation process, an interconnected mode switching controller is designed to keep the
vehicle in the optimal interconnected mode of air suspension under different working
conditions. This innovation can provide a new idea for the research in control method for
interconnected modes of IASS. The differential game theory is introduced into the
coordinated control system for establishing the differential game model, which significantly
improves the integrated dynamic performance of IASS. The differential game model is
demonstrated to achieve the optimal damping force distribution of the adjustable damper,
which provides the basis for the design of a distribution controller for damping force. The
optimal damping force distributed by a distribution controller improves the comprehensive
dynamic performance of IASS significantly. The simulation analysis show that the proposed
coordinated dynamic performance control system of IASS is more effective than the
uncontrolled traditional air suspension in coordinating the ride comfort and handling stability
of the vehicle.
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